Uniform Code

TRINITY COLLEGE UNIFORM REGULATIONS

COMPULSORY UNIFORM (As stated in Application for Enrolment - Trinity College)
Students will wear full school uniform (as specified in the Prospectus) at all times when attending school, while travelling to and from school, and on special occasions. All items should be clearly marked with the owner’s name. Neatness, tidiness and cleanliness of uniform are essential, and no variations will be tolerated. T-shirts or singlets worn under either the day or sports uniform must not be visible.

All uniform items are available from the College Uniform Shop with the exception of shoes and stockings.

Girls
Make-up, nail polish and jewellery are not part of the school uniform and must not be worn. A wristlet watch, signet ring and one pair of plain sleepers/studs (when ears have been pierced) are the only items of jewellery permitted.

Boys
Boys are permitted to wear a wristlet watch but are NOT permitted to wear earrings or rings.

Both
In addition, it is permissible to wear a small plain discreet silver or gold cross on a fine chain around the neck. Any other religious item of jewellery is not to be seen.

Observable body piercing is totally banned. Students are not allowed to wear nose studs, tongue studs, eyebrow studs, or earrings (apart from one set of sleepers or studs for girls mentioned above). Students are not allowed to cover any pierced objects with band-aids, nor are plugs or retainers acceptable.

Sports uniform is to be worn on set sports days. On days when students have timetabled PE lessons, they will change into their PE uniform at the start of the lesson, and change back into full school uniform at the end of the lesson.

The Blue College cap or bucket hat must be worn for all outdoor activities. The boys’ and girls’ formal College hat is to be worn to and from school, during all lunch breaks and between all classroom changes.

The School Bag with the College Logo is the only school bag permissible.

SHOES
Day Uniform
The only acceptable shoes with the Day Uniform are Black Leather Lace-up shoes (Velcro and zip up shoes are not acceptable) with regulation heel; for example, Clarke's, Bata or something similar. Sneakers or sport shoes are unacceptable.

Sports Uniform
Sports shoes are to be supportive, lace-up sports shoes. Canvas, slip on, or Velcro tab shoes are not acceptable.

HAIR
Boys
Hair should not extend beyond the collar nor cover eyes. It should not be dirty or untidy nor extreme in style, gel, cut or colour. Boys are to be clean shaven at all times.
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**Girls**
Hair should be clean and tidy. Girls are not permitted to wear either irregular colour or multi-coloured hair. Excessiveness in styles, colour, gel, or cut which the College deems as extreme, will not be tolerated. Girls with shoulder length hair or longer are to have their hair tied back.

**Points to Note**

**Hair**
For all students, hair should be neat, clean and tidy. It should not be cut in an extreme fashion nor should it be coloured in an unusual or extreme way. For boys, it should be no longer than bottom of the collar. Girls’ hair should be tied back at the nape of the neck. When leaning forward the hair should not obscure the face. Boys are to be clean shaven. Beards, goatees, moustaches or long sideburns are not permitted.

**Jewellery and Make-up**
Students are not permitted to wear jewellery or make-up. The only exceptions are a wristwatch or a plain cross can be worn with an appropriate chain. Girls may wear one plain stud or sleeper in each lower ear lobe. Lip, eyebrow and tongue piercings are not permitted. The full school uniform is to be worn whilst travelling to and from school (except on designated sports days) and at all College functions.

**Bags**
The navy blue Trinity regulation bag is required and is sold through the Uniform Shop.

**Skirts**
Skirts are not to be altered to shorten the length.

**T-shirts**
T-shirts with writing clearly visible are not to be worn under the white school shirt.
WEARING THE COLLEGE UNIFORM

Boys’ day uniform shirts must be tucked in at all times; Pants/skirts are not to be worn so low as to show underwear or bare skin; the top button on boys’ shirts must be done up and the tie drawn up correctly.

Senior Students: (Years 11 and 12)
Blazers are compulsory every day, during terms two and three (except Thursday for sports day). These must be worn to and from school, to school assemblies and all official College functions. The sleeves of the blazer are not to be worn pulled up. The College polycotton knit jumpers can be worn under the blazer but never should be worn instead of the blazer.

Senior Girls are to wear plain charcoal or ebony stockings. Knee-high stockings or similar are not acceptable.

Senior Boys must wear long trousers with grey socks for day uniform.

Junior Students (Years 8 and 9)
Students are permitted to wear the polycotton jumper. Boys in Terms 2 and 3 wear the College tie with the top button of the shirt done up. Boys may wear long grey trousers if it is cold.
Girls have the option to wear plain, charcoal or ebony stockings during Terms 2 and 3. Knee-high stockings or similar are not acceptable.

Year 10 Students
Students in Year 10 have the option in Terms 2 and 3 of wearing the blazer or the College jumper since it is a transitional year. They are required to purchase a blazer at the end of Year 10 in preparation for Years 11 and 12.

Sports Uniform Mix and Match combinations

Girls
Any combination of Sports shirt/Jumper/Culottes/Basketball Shorts/Netball Skirts/Taslon Track Pants.
Year 12 students may wear the Senior Jersey.

Boys
Year 12 students may wear the Senior Jersey.
# Trinity College Uniform

## ALL GIRLS
- **Skirt**: Long Skirt - Pleated - Royal Blue Fabric (Length: Below knee level)
- **Blouse**: White with uniform collar, back yoke and pleat, school logo on pocket, band on bottom
- **Shoes**: Black leather lace-up shoes with regulation heel e.g. Clark’s or similar (not sneakers or sports shoes).
- **Jumper**: Poly cotton - blue knit
- **Badge**: Trinity College School Badge (for tie)
- **Bag**: School bag with logo.
- **Hat**: Royal formal hat from 2013.

### Junior Girls
- **Tie**: Short College Tie
- **Socks**: Sockette with College logo. Girls have the option to wear plain, charcoal or ebony stockings during Terms 2 and 3

### Senior Girls
- **Tie**: Long College Tie
- **Socks**: Sockette with College logo (Terms 1 & 4) Charcoal or Ebony Pantihose (Terms 2 and 3).
- **Blazer**: Royal Blue College Blazer with College Logo worn for Terms 2 and 3 as well as all formal occasions.

## ALL BOYS
- **Shirt**: Blue Shirt with College Logo
- **Belt**: Grey Leather
- **Jumper**: Poly cotton blue knit
- **Socks**: Long (knee high) grey with blue and red stripes on band (worn with shorts)
- **Garters**: To be worn under bands of socks
- **Shoes**: Black leather lace-up shoes with regulation heel e.g. Clark’s, Bata or similar (not sneakers or sports shoes).
- **Badge**: Trinity College School Badge
- **Bag**: School Bag with logo
- **Hat**: Grey formal hat from 2013.

### Junior Boys
- **Shorts**: College grey walk shorts
- **Trouser**: Long College grey trousers (may be worn in winter)
- **Tie**: College tie to be worn Terms 2 and 3.

### Senior Boys
- **Blazer**: Royal Blue College Blazer.
- **Trousers**: Long College grey trousers
- **Socks**: Short Grey socks under trousers
- **Tie**: College tie

## ALL STUDENTS - SPORT
- **Polo Shirt**: Red, White and Blue with collar, raglan sleeves with Logo
- **House Shirt**: T-Shirt in the colour of your sports house.
- **Tracksuit Pants**: To be worn for Sports Days ONLY
- **Shoes**: Supportive, lace-up sports shoes. Canvas, slip-on, or velcro tabs are not acceptable.
- **Cap/Hat**: College cap or bucket hat

### Girls
- **Skirt**: Culottes or Netball Skirt or Basketball Skirt/Shorts - College Blue
- **Sockette**: White Sockette with logo

### Boys
- **Shorts (2 types)**: Royal Blue with white and red stripes OR Basketball Shorts
- **Socks**: White Trinity College sports socks with Logo